DIRECTOR COLIN TREVORROW
THROWS OPEN THE GATES OF
JURASSIC WORLD, AND GIVES
EMPIRE AN EXCLUSIVE TASTE OF
THE DINO-CARNAGE TO COME…
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• The kids roll
through the park
in the Gyrosphere.
Note the advanced
invisible fence
technology.

EXPENSE
SPARED

HOW MUCH A FAMILY TRIP
TO JURASSIC WORLD
WOULD REALLY COST…
words

OWEN WILLIAMS

FLIGHTS TO COSTA RICA

£3,000
basic
£12,000
first class

TRANSFER TO
ISLA NUBLAR

£1,600
basic
£N/A
first class

ACCOMMODATION

£1,080
basic
£5,520
apex

ATTRACTIONS

£600
basic
£1,200
apex

The usual route from
London to Costa Rica is
through Miami. Round
trip prices for a family of
four travelling on June 12
(Jurassic World’s release
date) start at about £3,000
(or £12,000 first class).

Boat-trips to Cocos, Isla
Nublar’s closest real-life
counterpart off the south
coast of Costa Rica, cost
£3,500 per person for ten
days. Yet while further,
the journey from Chile to
Easter Island is perhaps
a better comparison at
around £400 per ticket.

B R I EF I N G

JURASSIC
WORLD
RELEASED: June 12
DIRECTOR: Colin
Trevorrow

his is a classic day to be here on set...”
Jurassic World producer Frank Marshall
knows a thing or two about classic days
on set. He was there when Harrison
Ford shot the Arab swordsman. He
was there when the DeLorean went
back to 1955. He was even there when
Roger Rabbit got framed. So when
he leans across and whispers the above
to Empire, we sit up straight and
pay attention.
It’s Wednesday, July 16, 2014.
Cameras are being prepped for Scene
162 in the Hammond Creation Lab,
a scientific workshop of ludicrous hightechness. There are giant coolant vats,
animal spines in fizzing blue liquid, an
egg hatchery, an entire wall of gleaming
amber. But this morning’s action takes
place in the smaller chamber next
door. This is the secret genetics lab
80
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of Dr. Henry Wu. Clearly a man with
a penchant for the exotic, Wu keeps
a variety of rare creatures in a display
case, including a bright-blue lizard
and a two-headed albino snake.
We’re expecting some fiddling with
microscopes, perhaps a heated debate
about ethics. Then we spot the phrase
at the top of the call sheet: “LAB
ATTACK.” Before we can ask what’s
going on, there’s commotion across
the floor. A life-size velociraptor appears
out of nowhere, borne by three crew
members. And, thrillingly, Empire suddenly
finds itself nose to snout with an apex
predator. There’s a lot to take in: the
gimlet green eyes, the mottled stripe
across the left side of the face, the
teeth. Especially the teeth.
“Meet Blue,” grins Marshall.
“And don’t worry... she’s tame.”

“MONSTER!” YELLED

the cover of Empire #50 back in 1993.
Celebrating Jurassic Park, it was the
very first issue of this magazine whose
cover star (the T-Rex) was not human
(the origins of Gérard Depardieu are,
admittedly, debatable). The rest of the
world, of course, went just as nuts. Steven
Spielberg’s tropical nightmare, which
used scientific theory to bring dinosaurs
back from extinction with bloody results,
grossed over $900 million, becoming the
most successful movie in history until
Titanic sailed along four years later.
But spinning Jurassic Park into
a franchise has not proven easy. Despite
Spielberg himself returning to direct
The Lost World, both sequels proved
timidly plotted and short on memorable
characters, either hot-blooded or cold.
empireonline.com

The series faltered. Behind the scenes,
however, feverish brainstorming went on.
In 2007, news broke of a Jurassic Park 4
script by American indie king John
Sayles, in which trained raptors take
on a drug baron’s army. The project
stalled, but this nucleus of an idea stuck
around, making its way into the next
commissioned draft, by Rise Of The
Planet Of The Apes’ Rick Jaffa and
Amanda Silver. And this is where Colin
Trevorrow, the man chosen to head up
Jurassic World, comes in.
“I felt, ‘I know how to make a Jurassic
Park movie,’” the 38 year-old director tells
Empire during a pause on set (the twoheaded snake is acting up). “I got a call
from Frank Marshall, then was flown in
to meet with Steven for about two hours.”
Amazingly, this is only Trevorrow’s second
feature film; Spielberg saw his microsubscribe at www.empireonline.com/sub

budget debut Safety Not Guaranteed,
about a time-travelling grocery clerk, and
fell in love with it. “I live in Vermont and
stay on the outside of the business. I’m
a real believer that my work will speak for
itself, and fortunately in this case, it did.”
A die-hard fan of Jurassic Park,
Trevorrow first saw it on a Thursday night
in 1993, after sneaking out of his parents’
house: “I actually put pillows under the
blankets, like in a cartoon, and rolled the
car down the hill.” One can only imagine
how excited he was to be presented with the
latest script by the threequel’s producers.
He sat down to read it. Flipped through
every page. Then said thanks, but no thanks.
“It was as difficult to decline as you’d
think,” he recalls. “But I knew I couldn’t
make that film. So I said, ‘I’m honoured,
but if we’re going to do this we really need
to build a different movie that can also >

STARRING: Chris Pratt,
Bryce Dallas Howard, Ty
Simpkins, Jake Johnson,
BD Wong
STORY: More than
two decades after the
disastrous events at
Jurassic Park, it’s now
a fully operational theme
park named Jurassic
World. In order to make it
an even bigger attraction,
the owners work on
creating their own, even
more fearsome dinosaurs.
What could possibly
go wrong?
NEW DINOSAURS?! Yes,
there’s the lab-created
Indominus Rex. Also
the slimosoaurus (halfslug), the pteroducktyl
(half-duck) and the
mondosaurus (half-Russ
Meyer). Though we may
have just made those up.

Cocos has none: you live
on the boat. But Nublar
looks more like a Florida
theme park. Jurassic
World offers deals from
basic to ‘Apex Predator’
blow-out. So going
by Universal Studios’
Orlando prices, a basic
family room can run to
£1,080 for four nights; the
most luxurious, £5,520.
Nublar’s dino experience
includes a sea park and
aquarium; jeep safari and
‘Gyrosphere’; canoeing,
and monorail travel. The
Apex Predator package
adds a concierge, behindthe-scenes access and
helicopter. Based again on
Orlando, let’s say £600 for
four days at the basic rate,
£1,200 for the Apex.

GRAND
TOTAL COST

£6,280
basic
£20,320
first class / apex

THANKS TO HARLOW SALVADOR NEWTON OF TICO
GUIDE TRAVEL — WWW.TICOGUIDETRAVEL.COM
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GIRLS

TYRANNOSAURUS
REX

THE JURASSIC PARK SERIES’
DEADLIEST DINOSAURS… AND WHO WE
SAW THEM CHEW ON, SPIT AT OR JUST
BASH AROUND
JULIAN MARESCH
words

SPINOSAURUS

JURASSIC PARK
5 kills (goat, Donald
Gennaro, gallimimus,
two velociraptors)
2 wounds (Dr. Ian
Malcolm, Tim
Murphy)

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
18 kills, approx. (Eddie
Carr, Carter, Dr.
Robert Burke, entire
crew of S.S. Venture
(approx. 12), San
Diego dog, San Diego
civilian, Peter Ludlow)

JURASSIC PARK III:
N/A

TOTAL KILLS: 23
TOTAL WOUNDS: 2

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
7 kills (all
InGen goons)
2 wounds (Dr.
Ian Malcolm, Dr.
Sarah Harding)

JURASSIC PARK III:
1 kill (Mr. Udesky)

TOTAL KILLS: 12
TOTAL WOUNDS: 2

VELOCIRAPTOR
• Omar Sy’s Barry
looks enviously
at boss Owen’s
(Chris Pratt)
cool motorbike.
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• Zach (Nick
Robinson) and Gray
(Ty Simpkins) get
lost in the jungle.

“THIS IS A BOLD
MOVIE. IT’S
DIFFERENT.” COLIN TREVORROW

HOLED UP IN AN

ocean-view
suite in Santa Monica’s Hotel Shangri-La
with screenwriting partner Derek Connolly
(“We’d act out the dinosaur bits and scare
the guy bringing room service”), Trevorrow
had a brainwave of his own. “I emailed
Steven — one of the most carefully worded
emails I’ve ever written — and explained
every single reason why we should change
the title from Jurassic Park 4 to Jurassic
World. It’s like changing the recipe of
someone’s favourite cereal, but I wanted
people to know that this is going to be
a bold movie. It’s going to be different.”
Every tourist’s first stop in Jurassic
World is the visitors’ centre. Topped by
an 80-foot pyramid, with a design motif
described by producer Pat Crowley as “Abu
Dhabi meets Fiji”, it functions as a kind
of eye-wateringly high-end museum. Fullscale holograms of dinosaurs appear at
the push of a button. Kids can excavate
fossils in a dig-site play area, enter an art
competition (Empire notices that one beast
was crayoned by Dante Spielberg, one of
Steven’s grandkids) or, more likely, hassle
their parents to buy them a Mr. DNA >
empireonline.com

JURASSIC PARK
N/A

JURASSIC PARK III
3 kills (Cooper, M.B.
Nash, T-Rex)
1 wound (Amanda Kirby)

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
N/A

JURASSIC PARK
4 kills (Gatekeeper,
cow, Ray Arnold,
Robert Muldoon)

TOTAL KILLS: 3
TOTAL WOUNDS: 1

PROCOMPSOGNATHUS

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Photo © Papo

be called Jurassic Park 4.”
Trevorrow was asked to cook up his
own story. But there were a couple of
concepts that he wanted to keep. One
was Sayles’ audacious notion of raptors
working alongside humans. “Dinosaurs
hunting down drug lords? I couldn’t go
there,” he says. “But I could rewind all
the way back and make a movie about
the very tenuous relationship between
a man and a vicious animal. There’s stuff
on Animal Planet where you have guys
out running around with lions. That
fascinates me. So replacing a lion with
a raptor is a very cool idea. Straightaway
I could see the first scene, with the
raptors resisting eating a live pig.”
The other very cool idea, which
came from Spielberg himself: what if
John Hammond’s dream of a fully
functioning dinosaur theme park came
true? Thousands of tourists milling
about a potentially lethal Disneyland,
Instagramming a triceratops or tweeting
about the T-Rex (#tinyarms). High
in concept, higher in stakes, it’s an
obvious but brilliant way to push
the series forward.

DILOPHOSAURUS

PACHYCEPHALOSAURUS

PTERANODON

JURASSIC PARK
N/A

JURASSIC PARK III
N/A

JURASSIC PARK
1 kill (Dennis Nedry)

JURASSIC PARK III
N/A

JURASSIC PARK
N/A

JURASSIC PARK III
N/A

JURASSIC PARK
N/A

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
1 kill (Dieter Stark)
1 wound (Cathy
Bowman)

TOTAL KILLS: 1
TOTAL WOUNDS: 1

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
N/A

TOTAL KILLS: 1
TOTAL WOUNDS: 0

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
1 wound (InGen goon)

TOTAL KILLS: 0
TOTAL WOUNDS: 1

THE LOST WORLD:
JURASSIC PARK
N/A

subscribe at www.empireonline.com/sub

JURASSIC PARK III
2 wounds (Eric
Kirby, Billy
Brennan)
TOTAL KILLS: 0
TOTAL WOUNDS: 2
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plushie in the gift shop.
As opulent as this set is, built inside a
top-secret NASA facility in New Orleans,
it’s only half-finished. When ILM is done
with it, the vast helix staircase will lead up to
a monorail track, to whisk visitors away to
the destination of their choice. One option
is the IMAX theatre, showing Pterosaura.
Another is the Isla Nublar outlet of
department store Brookstone (whose wares,
according to the movie’s marvellously
detailed website, include a “triceratops horn
back massager” and “John Hammond’s
signature jungle pith helmet”).
All well and good. But to quote Ian
Malcolm, everyone’s favourite chaotician
with chaotic diction: “N-now, eventually
you do plan to have dinosaurs on your…
on your dinosaur tour, right?"
“There’s a reason there’s so much
corporate stuff,” explains Trevorrow. “When
we were hired, Derek and I sat down and
said, ‘This movie’s about excess, about how
money has led us to ruin everything we used
to love.’ So all the product placement came
from us. The visitors’ centre is actually the
Samsung Innovation Centre. Every ride is
branded and owned. And then at the end,
the oldest living creatures on Earth trash
it all. It’s pretty satisfying. Margaritaville
in particular goes down hard.”
The beasts carrying out Jurassic World’s
subversive agenda are plentiful and hungry.
Crowley promises “many more dinosaurs
than you’ve seen in the previous movies”.
There are flying critters, including the
nightmarish, parrot-like dimorphodon, and
an aquatic leviathan called a mosasaurus,
which is housed in a SeaWorld-esque arena
and gobbles down great white shark
carcasses for lunch (another Spielberg idea).
But even these aren’t enough for jaded
tourists. Hence the “shady shit” (Trevorrow’s
words) that has been going on in Wu’s lab,
splicing together genes from both extinct
and non-extinct animals to create brandnew designer dinosaurs. One ILM employee
hints that we’ll see a “stegoceratops”, but
the main event is the Indominus Rex, a
killing machine unlike any Earth has seen
before. Bigger than a T-Rex, with red eyes
and foolishly gifted abilities (if the Hasbro
toy blurb is to be believed, it can vanish like
a chameleon), the Indominus is instrumental
in forcing Jurassic World offline.
“It was raised in captivity with no
parents and no siblings, and has never seen
outside of the walls it grew up in,” says
Trevorrow, who watched orca-documentary
Blackfish for inspiration. “Animals like
that who are already hybrids, as any farmer
will tell you, are fucking crazy! Jurassic
Park movies have never had a dinosaur that
you can kill: they’re always the heroes. But
this thing is synthetic. It’s unhinged and it
murders for the sake of murdering. Which
allows the human characters to go on
the offensive. This thing has to go.”
>
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PARK
REX

CHRIS PRATT
DISCOVERS HIS, ER,
INNER DOLPHIN AS
GRUFF RANGER OWEN
portrait

subscribe at www.empireonline.com/sub

ART STREIBER

As ranger Owen, you train
velociraptors. Isn’t that a terrible idea?
It’s amazing what you can get dangerous
animals to do. I hung out with a guy
called Randy Miller, who runs a company
called Predators In Action. On his ranch
he gets grizzly bears, lions, tigers and
pumas to do simulated attacks. The
training of a raptor would be closest
to a bear, probably, because they can
multi-task. It was really helpful —
we didn’t want the raptor stuff to
feel cartoony or stupid.
There’s been a lot of buzz about that shot
in the trailer, where they’re running
alongside your motorbike… Yeah!
I actually had a pretty major crash on that
bike. I hit my front brakes while going
through mud, went ass over teakettle
and got thrown about 20 feet. Every time
I get on a motorcycle my confidence
outweighs my skill, and I do something
stupid and eat shit.
Is Owen a tougher guy than you usually
play? He’s definitely cooler than I am. My

natural instinct is to be a goofball and
a dipshit. So I tried to do a lower register
with my voice. I listened to Eric Church’s
song Dark Side before almost every take,
to get my spirit on a certain rhythm. And
I tried a new technique called body-lead
acting. This is going to sound cheesy, but
I thought to myself, “If Owen was an animal,
what would he be?” And I thought he’d
probably be a dolphin, because he likes
to fight, fish and fuck.
Presumably he doesn’t get too much
action up on the north end of Islar Nublar?
I think he does alright. I imagined the
tourists weren’t that exciting to him,
but every now and again he’d take the
ferry to mainland Costa Rica and meet
some local girls there.
That’s definitely going to spawn some
erotic fan fiction… (Laughs) I’ve never
read any of that stuff. Someone was telling
me there’s something with a romantic
love triangle between Star-Lord, Captain
America and Iron Man. It’s not something
I would Google!
JUNE 2015 EMPIRE
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WITH
DINOSAURS

WHAT HAPPENED
WHEN EMPIRE’S NICK
DE SEMLYEN WAS
ASKED TO BE IN
JURASSIC WORLD

“I’VE BEEN IONISING,”

says Chris Pratt, beckoning Empire to
join him at a bulky device marked “Ion
Torrent”. “What you do is you put in
chemicals on one side, water on the
other, and then of course they mix...”
Bryce Dallas Howard, wandering over,
joins the scientific lecture in progress.
“But the process of ionisation is adding
an electron to a liquid, which essentially
will turn it into... Anybody know? Come
on, people! A gas. Which is then tested and
deionised and brought back to liquid form.”
Is any of that true? asks Empire.
“Honestly, none of that was true,” says
Pratt, dropping his poker face. “I have no
fucking idea. I just saw ‘Ion Torrent’ so
86
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I thought I’d make a bunch of stuff up.”
“Thank God you’re recording this!”
howls Howard.
The two lead stars of Jurassic World
are in a boisterous mood, particularly
Pratt, who has just taken on script
supervisor Lucia in a push-up competition,
a tradition they started on Zero Dark
Thirty. After 70-something days of
shooting, including a long stint in Hawaii,
it’s his final day of playing Owen Grady,
the rugged animal wrangler tasked with
training the park’s four raptors: Blue
(the leader), Charlie (the youngest and
twitchiest), Delta (the one spliced with the
most bird DNA) and Echo (the one with
the scar, nicknamed ‘Elvis’ by InGen
handlers). Clad in jungle gear, Pratt pitches

“WE HAVEN’T
PUSSIFIED THE
RAPTORS.” COLIN TREVORROW
empireonline.com

his character as “a lone wolf with a cool
motorbike... He doesn’t always drink beer,
but when he does he prefers Dos Equis.”
Howard, meanwhile, is Claire Dearing,
Jurassic World’s operational manager
and aunt to the movie’s two obligatory
kids, Gray (Ty Simpkins) and Zach (Nick
Robinson). She’s dressed in the all-white
ensemble seen in the trailer. Except today
it’s closer to brown, splattered with mud and
all but confirming that “LAB ATTACK”
takes place near the end of the film.
“Yes, she should really have worn black,”
Howard laughs. “Things happen pretty
quickly when there’s a dinosaur emergency.”
While neither actor is a stranger to the
effects-laden tentpole, they’re clearly giddy
to be in a Jurassic Park film. At one point
subscribe at www.empireonline.com/sub

they combine forces to mime for Empire the
entirety of what they consider to be the
movie’s best kill. In the interests of spoilersafety, here are edited snippets: “Flying
pteranodons... big fucking water dinosaur...
EATS BOTH OF THEM… Dude, this
thing is going to be fucking crazy.”
Their affection for the original movie
(Howard remembers being introduced to
it by a summer-camp buddy named Andy
Miller) is matched by that of their director.
Jurassic World is steeped in nostalgia,
with nods to cast (a statue of Richard
Attenborough’s park patriarch John
Hammond) and crew (steak restaurant
Winston’s, a tribute to the late, meat-loving
FX legend Stan Winston). Trevorrow
even homages Jurassic Park’s triceratop >

• Owen uses
advanced bucket
technology to train
the velociraptors.
Clever boy.

> “YOUR NAME IS EDMUND. YOU
live with your mother and this is the
first vacation you’ve taken. After this
you’re meeting an Italian girl on Main
Street. But when you show up, everyone
is being attacked by pteranodons and
it’s the worst day of your life. Okay?”
I nod back, nervously. It’s the end
of my day on the set of Jurassic World,
and director Colin Trevorrow has just
suggested I “jump in the scene”. He’s
kindly offered context and motivation.
But how am I to find my inner Edmund
at such short notice? Who is Edmund?
Why is Edmund? When is Edmund?
There’s one other concern. I am,
if not the worst actor in the world,
significantly worse than anyone in
Hollyoaks Later, as anyone who saw
me transform into the title character
in my school production of Rhinoceros
can attest. Still, as a Jurassic Park nerd
who watched it endlessly on a Scotch
T-120 tape of dubious legality during
the mid-’90s, this is a dream come
true. I summon the spirit of Martin
Ferrero and step boldly forward.
The scene being shot is in the
mosasaurus arena: I’m part of a crowd
being splashed by the giant aquatic
carnivore. I’m given a fake iPad and
a Jurassic World admission bracelet
that I haven’t taken off since, sit on
a bench next to some excitable fellow
extras from Texas, and whoop and
holler like mad. Then the AD yells,
“HOSE!” A fire hose appears, and for
the next five hours (it may have been
five minutes) all of us are drenched.
It’s exhilarating. Freezing but
exhilarating. And as I tramp through
the airport the next day in wet jeans and
shoes (how I wish I’d packed spares),
I can’t help dreaming of an Edmund
spin-off. After all, life finds a way.
JUNE 2015 EMPIRE
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LOOK,
TALKING NOW
CATCHING UP WITH BD
WONG: THE ONLY JURASSIC
PARKER BACK FOR WORLD
> BD WONG HAS BEEN
genetically modified. It’s the only
explanation for how the sole returning
cast member from Jurassic Park
(1993) looks the same age in Jurassic
World (2015). “Absolutely not true!”
protests the fresh-faced 54-year-old.
“I look like I’m 16 in the original
movie. I don’t look the same at all!”
InGen scientist Dr. Henry Wu was
a major character in the Jurassic Park
novel. But he was sidelined for the
movie, reduced largely to a short
speech about “unauthorised breeding”
and some expert clipboard-jotting.
“This complex and interesting role
from the book did not translate at all,”
admits Wong. “I wasn’t part of either
sequel. But my friend Nathan, who’s
a big fan of the franchise, kept saying,
‘You’ll see. It’ll come back to you…’”
And it did. A couple of years ago,
Wong got a call telling him Wu would
be brought back. “In 1993 I bemoaned
the fact that they never showed what
happened to him,” he says. “But it’s
turned out to my advantage. Part of
Nathan’s fan-fiction is that Wu found
the Barbasol can buried in the mud
so was able to develop the technology.
That may or may not be true. But I’m
back and I’m a bigger part of the story.”
He’s tight-lipped on plot details,
not even revealing whether he shares
a scene with Bryce Dallas Howard,
whose father he played in a summerstock production of Our Town. He does,
though, drop one spoiler set to send
Nathan into a tizzy: Wu has a brandnew labcoat. “It’s a designer one,”
laughs Wong. “A little more flattering,
a little less industrial. It fits well.”
88
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“IT’S REALLY INTENSE... THE BIG
FINAL BATTLE IS NUTS!” COLIN TREVORROW
• Top: Pratt with
Colin Trevorrow
on set, Trevorrow
sporting a Jurassic
World vet cap.
Above: Owen, park
operations manager
Claire (Bryce Dallas
Howard) and Barry
have a confab with
head of security Vic
Hoskins (Vincent
D’Onofrio).

scene with his own animatronic herbivore:
“We were in the middle of this field in Kauai
and my five year-old son was able to walk
right up and feed her grass. It was beautiful.
As a father, and also as the director of the
movie, you go, ‘Wow, this is going to work.’”
We’ll also see the return of at least one
location. “The boys are lost in the jungle,”
says Trevorrow, ushering Empire onto
a darkened soundstage. “They find what
looks like a temple and push open the
doors.” He flicks on the lights. Instant
goosebumps. Turns out we’re inside the
first film’s visitors’ centre, last seen hosting
a battle royale between raptors and T-Rex,
and now overgrown with 22 years of
foliage. The “WHEN DINOSAURS
RULED THE EARTH” banner sprawls

across the ground, muddied but intact.
“This is the warm heart of the movie,”
the director muses, gazing reverentially at
the lopsided T-Rex skull. “If you’re not
with us by now, we may not have you.”

BACK ON THE OTHER

side of the studio, “LAB ATTACK”
is prepped and ready. Blue the friendly
velociraptor is shown to the actors as
reference. Then she’s replaced by a sprightly
gymnast wearing a grey leotard and
raptor-head helmet. Yes, we’re about
to witness Jurassic Parkour.
His movements are for the benefit
of the camera crew. Later, on an ILM
stage, a motion-capture performer will
empireonline.com

meticulously act out Blue’s every leap and
swipe. All overseen by Phil Tippett, the
first film’s dinosaur supervisor and subject
of the, “You had one job, Phil!” internet
meme, now functioning as dinosaur
consultant. (“I’ve been demoted,” he quips
when Empire brings it up. “The fans
thought I did a terrible job.”) It’s a fusion
of old-school know-how and cutting-edge
tech. “There is a level of technology we’re
employing on this project that has never
been attempted on a Jurassic Park film,”
says animation supervisor Glen McIntosh.
“The last film was back in 2001, which is
like a lifetime in visual effects.”
The details of this are complex
(ILM’s wizards are particularly stoked
by breakthroughs in “texture-stretching”
subscribe at www.empireonline.com/sub

and “skin-breathing”) but the results
should be spectacular. “We’ve been able
to pull off some extraordinary stuff,”
marvels Trevorrow. “The last big shot is
almost a minute-and-a-half long. There’s
a really intense sequence involving the
Indominus and a giant crane. And the
big final battle is nuts. Steven sent me an
email saying, ‘I did a new previz.’ And it
was iPhone footage he’d shot of his two
dogs on his lawn, growling and lunging
at each other. We used it, and I now have
my own personal Steven Spielberg film.”
That’s one thing this Jurassic Park
obsessive can tick off his bucket list.
Another is: “Unleash raptor on human.”
That’s right: Frank Marshall lied.
“Tail-twitch!” yells Trevorrow. “Land,

• Drama in Wu’s
lab. Empire just
out of shot.

back, attack!” The non-tame Blue (aka
Leotard Guy) advances on her prey. “Now
give us a real bloodcurdler!” The actor in
peril screams, long and loud. Blood sprays
out of a pneumatic device onto frosted
glass. Trevorrow gives an enthusiastic nod.
“I think anyone concerned we’ve
pussified the raptors is going to be
pleasantly surprised,” he tells Empire with
a smile. Then he jumps back into the fray.
The gore is mopped up and the scene reset
for a faster, more precise attack. After all,
this has to be worth sneaking out of bed
for on a Thursday night.
nick@empiremagazine.com
JURASSIC WORLD IS OUT ON JUNE 12 AND WILL BE
REVIEWED IN A FUTURE ISSUE.
JUNE 2015 EMPIRE
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